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Countable Covers
and Uniform Closure
I. Garrido and F. Montalvo
()
Summary. - In this paper we present, in a unied way, several re-
sults of uniform approximation for real-valued continuous and
uniformly continuous functions on a space X. We obtain all of
them by applying a general method of proof that involves certain
kind of countable covers of X, the so-called 2-nite covers. For
instance, if X is endowed with the weak uniformity given by a
vector lattice F of real-valued functions on X containing all the
real constant functions then, using that method, we characterize
the uniform density of F only in terms of the family F, improving
a previous result in this line.
Throughout this paper X will denote either a completely regular
space or a uniform space, and F will be a vector lattice of real-
valued continuous functions or uniformly continuous functions on X
containing all the real constant functions.
We shall use C(X) (respectively U(X)) to denote the set of all-
real valued continuous functions (resp. uniformly continuous func-
tions) on X. Cozero-sets (resp. uniform cozero-sets) in X will be
sets of the form coz(f) = fx : f(x) 6= 0g where f 2 C(X) (resp.
f 2 U(X))). For further notations and basic results about com-
pletely regular spaces and uniform spaces we refer to Gillman{Jerison
[6] and Engelking [1].
()
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The central notion here will be the concept of 2-nite cover of X.
Recall that a countable cover fC
m
g
m2Z
of X is said to be 2-nite if
C
m
\ C
m
0
= ; when jm m
0
j > 1.
This kind of covers appear in a natural way in the study of prob-
lems on uniform approximation for unbounded functions. Indeed, by
means of them, we have obtained some uniform density results on
C(X) and U(X) ([3], [5]), and we have also found internal conditions
on the family F making its uniform closure F to have good algebraic
properties ([4]). We have observed that all of these results can be
derived following a similar scheme of proof involving suitable 2-nite
covers. Such scheme is the following:
1. First, we consider a certain class C of 2-nite covers of X by
cozero-sets or uniform cozero-sets.
2. Associated to this class C, we dene the following property on
F:
For every fC
m
g
m2Z
2 C; there is some h 2 F (?)
such that jh(x)  mj < 2 when x 2 C
m
:
3. Finally, we derive properties of F whenever F fullls (?).
The aim of this paper is to exploit this scheme in order to present,
in a unied way, the above mentioned results as well as some new
ones.
1. Partitions of unity subordinated to 2-nite covers
First of all we need two lemmas about the existence of partitions of
unity subordinated to 2-nite covers.
Lemma 1.1. Let X be a completely regular space. Then, for every 2-
nite cover fC
m
g
m2Z
of X by cozero-sets, there exists a continuous
partition of unity fv
m
g
m2Z
with coz(v
m
) = C
m
, m 2 Z. In addition,
there exists a function ' 2 C(X) such that C
m
= fx : m   1 <
'(x) < m+ 1g, m 2 Z.
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Proof. Suppose that for every m 2 Z, C
m
= coz(g
m
), where
g
m
2 C(X) and g
m
 0. From the hypothesis on the cover fC
m
g
m2Z
,
it follows that the functions v
m
= g
m
=
P
k
g
k
, m 2 Z, dene a con-
tinuous partition of unity.
Moreover if we take ' =
P
k
kv
k
, then ' is a continuous function
satisfying C
m
= fx : m  1 < '(x) < m+ 1g, m 2 Z, as we wanted.
2
Next we shall state the uniform version of last lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Let X be a uniform space. Then, for every uniform
2-nite cover fC
m
g
m2Z
of X by uniform cozero-sets, there exists
a uniformly continuous partition of unity fv
m
g
m2Z
with coz(v
m
) =
C
m
, m 2 Z. In addition, there exists a function ' 2 U(X) such that
C
m
= fx : m  1 < '(x) < m+ 1g, m 2 Z.
Proof. Here, we shall consider two cases.
Case 1. Suppose that the uniform space X is pseudometrizable that
is, the uniformity on X is given by a unique pseudometric  that,
without loss of generality, can be considered   1.
In this case every open set G  X is the cozero-set of some
uniformly continuous function, namely G = fx : (x;X n G) 6= 0g.
Thus, if fC
m
g
m2Z
is a 2-nite cover by cozero-sets in X, then we can
write C
m
= coz(g
m
) where g
m
(x) = (x;X n C
m
), for every x 2 X
and m 2 Z.
Now, as in last lemma, set v
m
= g
m
=
P
k
g
k
, m 2 Z. In order to
see that fv
m
g
m2Z
is a uniformly continuous partition of unity, it is
enough to check that the function
P
k
g
k
is uniformly continuous and
has a positive lower bound. Indeed, since fC
m
g
m2Z
is a uniform cover
then, there is r > 0 such that for every x 2 X, the -ball with center
x and radius r is contained in some C
m
. Thus, for that m, we have
g
m
(x)  r and then
P
k
g
k
(x)  r. Moreover, since fC
m
g
m2Z
is also
a 2-nite cover then, if (x; y)  r, we have j
P
k
g
k
(x) 
P
k
g
k
(y)j =
j(g
m 1
+ g
m
+ g
m+1
)(x)   (g
m 1
+ g
m
+ g
m+1
)(y)j  jg
m 1
(x)  
g
m 1
(y)j + jg
m
(x)   g
m
(y)j + jg
m+1
(x)   g
m+1
(y)j  3(x; y). And
therefore,
P
k
g
k
is a uniformly continuous function on X.
Finally, let ' =
P
k
kv
k
. Again, ' is a continuous function with
C
m
= fx : m   1 < '(x) < m + 1g, m 2 Z. We nish as soon as
we prove that ' is also uniformly continuous. And, this follows from
the following facts:
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1. For all m 2 Z, jv
m
(x)   v
m
(y)j  (5=r
2
)(x; y) whenever
(x; y)  r.
2. When (x; y)  r, we have j'(x)  '(y)j  (10=r
2
)(x; y).
We shall see, for instance, the rst statement because the other
one follows in a similar way. Suppose (x; y)  r, then
jv
m
(x)  v
m
(y)j =


(g
m
=
X
k
g
k
)(x)  (g
m
=
X
k
g
k
)(y)


=




g
m
(x) 
P
k
g
k
(y)  g
m
(y) 
P
k
g
k
(x)
P
k
g
k
(x) 
P
k
g
k
(y)




 1=r
2


g
m
(x) 
X
k
g
k
(y)
 g
m
(y) 
X
k
g
k
(y) + g
m
(y) 
X
k
g
k
(y)  g
m
(y) 
X
k
g
k
(x)


 1=r
2
jg
m
(x)  g
m
(y)j 


X
k
g
k
(y)


+ 1=r
2
jg
m
(y)j 


X
k
g
k
(x)
 
X
k
g
k
(y)


 (2=r
2
)(x; y) + (3=r
2
)(x; y):
Case 2. Suppose now that X is a uniform space not necessarily
pseudometrizable.
Let fC
m
g
m2Z
be a uniform 2-nite cover of X by uniform cozero-
sets in X. From the uniformity of the cover, it follows the existence
of a uniformly continuous pseudometric  and r > 0 such that, for
every x 2 X, the -ball with center x and radius r is contained in
some C
m
.
Now, for each m 2 Z, set C
m
= coz(g
m
) where g
m
2 U(X), and
let 
m
be the uniformly continuous pseudometric dened by

m
(x; y) = jg
m
(x)  g
m
(y)j:
If we consider on X the uniformity generated by the countable
family of pseudometrics f
m
;m 2 Zg [ fg, then this uniformity is
pseudometrizable and we are, in fact, in case 1. Thus, we get the
desired uniformly continuous partition of unity fv
m
g
m2Z
and the
uniformly continuous function ', since every uniformly continuous
function with this new uniformity is also uniformly continuous with
the original one on X. 2
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2. Uniform closure and 2-nite covers
Now we are going to apply the above mentioned general scheme to
dierent classes of 2-nite covers of X. We start with covers that
are given by a nite number of real-valued functions. And we shall
see that for them, the property (?) on the family F will be, in some
sense, an internal characterization of the fact that a wide class of
continuous functions belong to F.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a completely regular space, F a vector sub-
lattice of C(X) containing all the real constant functions and g
1
; : : : ;
g
n
2 C(X). Let Y be a subset of R
n
containing (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)(X) =
f(g
1
(x); : : : ; g
n
(x)) : x 2 Xg. Then,
(a) '  (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
) 2 F for every ' 2 C(Y ) if and only if F sat-
ises the property (?) for the class of 2-nite covers fC
m
g
m2Z
where C
m
= (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)
 1
(D
m
) and fD
m
g
m2Z
is an open 2-
nite cover of Y ;
(b) '  (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
) 2 F for every ' 2 U(Y ) if and only if F satises
the property (?) for the class of 2-nite covers fC
m
g
m2Z
where
C
m
= (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)
 1
(D
m
) and fD
m
g
m2Z
is an open uniform
2-nite cover of Y .
Proof. (a) If fD
m
g
m2Z
is an open 2-nite cover of Y , then from
lemma 1.1 there is a function ' 2 C(Y ) such that D
m
= fy : m 1 <
'(y) < m+ 1g. Thus, if x 2 C
m
, then (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)(x) 2 D
m
and so,
j'  (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)(x) mj  1.
Since '(g
1
; : : : ; g
n
) 2 F, then there exists a function h 2 F with
jh(x)   '  (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)(x)j < 1, for all x 2 X. Thus,
jh(x) mj < 2 if x 2 C
m
and hence F satises the property (?).
To the converse, let  > 0 and C
m
= fx : (m   1) < ' 
(g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)(x) < (m+1)g, that is, C
m
= (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)
 1
(D
m
) where
D
m
= fy : (m   1) < '(y) < (m + 1)g. Since ' is a continuous
function on Y , then fD
m
g
m2Z
is an open 2-nite cover of Y . Now,
from the hypothesis, let h 2 F such that jh(x) mj < 2 when x 2 C
m
.
So, the function h 2 F satises
jh(x)  mj < 2 if x 2 C
m
:
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Hence jh  '  (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)j < 3, and then '  (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
) 2 F.
(b) By mimicry the above case (a), we can obtain (b) but we
have to apply lemma 1.2 instead of lemma 1.1. 2
Theorem 2.1 can be seen as a collection of results on uniform ap-
proximation given in a unied way. That is, we could obtain dierent
results only taking dierent functions g
1
; : : : ; g
n
or dierent subsets
Y of R
n
. For instance, we have seen in [5] that if the functions
g
1
; : : : ; g
n
are in F and Y = (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)(X), then (b) is an inter-
mediate step to get a density theorem in U(X) when X is endowed
with the weak uniformity given by F.
Next, we are going to study another interesting particular case
of theorem 2.1, namely when we have only one function g, and Y is
the smallest real interval containing g(X). We see how in this case
it is possible to reduce and simplify the family of covers.
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a completely regular space, F a vector sub-
lattice of C(X) containing all the real constant functions and g 2
C(X). Let Y be the smallest real interval containing g(X). Then,
(a) '  g 2 F for every ' 2 C(Y ) if and only if F satises the
property (?) for the class of 2-nite covers fC
m
g
m2Z
where C
m
=
fx : 
m 1
< g(x) < 
m+1
g and f
m
g
m2Z
is a nondecreasing
sequence in R = R [ f 1;+1g satisfying 
m
  
m 1
> 0
provided 
m
is a real number.
(b) '  g 2 F for every ' 2 U(Y ) if and only if F satises the
property (?) for the class of 2-nite covers fC
m
g
m2Z
where C
m
=
fx : 
m 1
< g(x) < 
m+1
g and f
m
g
m2Z
is a nondecreasing
sequence in R for which there is r > 0 satisfying 
m
 
m 1
 r
provided 
m
is a real number.
Proof. (a) From theorem 2.1, only one implication has to be
proved. Indeed, we have to see that '  g 2 F for all ' 2 C(Y ), if F
satisfy property (?) for these covers.
Firstly, notice that we can restrict ourselves to the functions
' 2 C(Y ) which are nondecreasing, because the linear subspace
generated by them is uniformly dense in C(Y ) (see e.g. lemma 2.28
in [2]).
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Thus, let ' be a nondecreasing function and let  > 0. For every
m 2 Z, set C
m
= fx : (m   1) < '  g(x) < (m + 1)g. Then, we
can construct a sequence f
m
g
m2Z
in R such that,
1. If m 2 '(Y ) then 
m
satises '(
m
) = m.
2. if m =2 '(Y ) and m  inf '(Y ), then 
m
=  1.
3. if m =2 '(Y ) and m  sup'(Y ), then 
m
= +1 .
Thus, f
m
g
m2Z
is a nondecreasing sequence dening a 2-nite
cover f
e
C
m
g
m2Z
of X. Now, by applying the hypothesis to this cover,
there is a function h 2 F such that jh(x)  mj < 2 when x 2
e
C
m
.
Since for every m 2 Z, C
m

e
C
m
then,
jh(x)  '  g(x)j < 3 if x 2 C
m
and therefore '  g 2 F.
(b) Again this follows easily by mimicry the above arguments.
But, in this case, it is necessary to take into account that the lin-
ear subspace generated by the nondecreasing uniformly continuous
functions on Y is uniformly dense in U(Y ) (see e.g. lemma 2.13 in
[2]). 2
Remark 2.3. The condition in theorem 2.2(a), '  g 2 F for every
' 2 C(Y ) where Y is the smallest real interval containing g(X),
is equivalent to '  g 2 F for every ' 2 C(I) and for every open
real interval containing g(X). This equivalence follows because every
continuous functions on Y can be continuously extended to some open
interval.
Remark 2.4. Similarly, the condition in theorem 2.2(b), '  g 2
F for every ' 2 U(Y ) where Y is the smallest interval containig
g(X), is equivalent to '  g 2 F for every ' 2 U(R). This follows
now because every real interval is U-embedded in R, that is, every
uniformly continuous function on a real interval can be extended to a
uniformly continuous function on R. An interesting reference about
U-embedding is the paper by Levy and Rice [7].
The next part of the paper is devoted to apply our general scheme
to some classes of 2-nite covers that are given in a more general
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way, not restricted to a nite number of real-valued functions. More
precisely we shall consider, for a completely regular spaceX, the class
of all 2-nite covers by cozero-sets in X and the class of all 2-nite
covers by cozero-sets of functions in F. And also we shall consider
the corresponding uniform classes when X is a uniform space.
Theorem 2.5 ([3]). Let X be a completely regular space, F a vector
sublattice of C(X) containing all the real constant functions. Then,
F is uniformly dense in C(X) if, and only if, F saties the property
(?) for the class of all 2-nite covers of X by cozero-sets.
Proof. Suppose that F is uniformly dense in C(X). Let fC
m
g
m2Z
be a 2-nite cover of X by cozero-sets, then from lemma 1.1, there
exists ' 2 C(X) such that j'(x)  mj < 1 if x 2 C
m
, m 2 Z.
Now, from the uniform density of F, there is h 2 F with jh(x)  
'(x)j < 1, for every x 2 X. So,
jh(x) mj < 2 if x 2 C
m
and hence F satises the property (?).
The converse follows at once from theorem 2.2(a). 2
The uniform version of theorem 2.5 is the following result whose
proof is completely analogous to the preceding one. Only note that
now we have to apply lemma 1.2 and theorem 2.2(b).
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a uniform space, F a vector sublattice of
U(X) containing all the real constant functions. Then, F is uni-
formly dense in U(X) if, and only if, F saties the property (?) for
the class of all uniform 2-nite covers of X by uniform cozero-sets.
We consider next the class of 2-nite covers of X by cozero-sets
of functions in F. Thus, any property of F that we can derive just
like that, can be considered as given in an internal way, because it
will be obtained only in terms of the family F.
Theorem 2.7 ([4]). Let X be a completely regular space, F a vector
sublattice of C(X) containing all the real constant functions. Then
F is an inverse-closed subring of C(X) if, and only if, F saties the
property (?) for the class of all 2-nite covers of X by cozero-sets of
functions in F.
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The proof of this result can be seen in [4] where we also show a
further equivalent condition, namely, F is closed under composition
with real-valued and continuous functions dened on open intervals,
that is, F satises theorem 2.2(a), for every function f 2 F. Although
this means that a wide number of continuous functions are in F this
does not imply that F is all C(X). Indeed, it is well-known that when
X is not a Lindelof nor almost compact space, then there exists a
uniformly closed and inverse-closed subring of C(X) which is not all
C(X) (see e.g. Hager and Johnson [9]).
However, we shall see that the uniform version of last theorem
provides in fact a new result of uniform density in U(X), for some
special uniform spaces. We are talking about the spaces whose uni-
formity is the weak given by F, that is, the uniformity dened by the
family of pseudometrics 
g
(x; y) = jg(x)   g(y)j, g 2 F.
Theorem 2.8. Let F be a vector lattice of real-valued functions on X
containing all the real constant functions. Suppose that X is endowed
with the weak uniformity given by F. Then, F is uniformly dense in
U(X) if, and only if, F saties the property (?) for the class of all
uniform 2-nite covers of X by cozero-sets of functions in F.
Proof. From theorem 2.6, it is clear that if F is uniformly dense
in U(X) then F satises the property (?) for this class of 2-nite
covers of X.
To the converse, note that we can restrict ourselves to the approx-
imation of nonnegative functions, since every f 2 U(X) is the dier-
ence of two nonnegative functions in U(X), namely, f
+
= supff; 0g
and f
 
= supf f; 0g.
Now, we shall use a uniform approximation result due to Hager
([8]). Namely, if X has the weak uniformity given by F, then ev-
ery nonnegative function in U(X) can be uniformly approximated
by functions of the form sup
n2N
h
n
, where fh
n
g
n2N
is a nitely-
equiuniform sequence of nonnegative functions in F, and the fam-
ily fcoz(h
n
)g
n2N
is a uniform 2-nite cover of X. Recall that, in
this context, a sequence fh
n
g
n2N
is nitely-equiuniform if there ex-
ist g
1
; : : : ; g
k
2 F such that for each  > 0 there exist  > 0 such
that jg
i
(x)  g
i
(y)j < , i = 1; : : : ; k, implies jh
n
(x)  h
n
(y)j < , for
all n 2 N.
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Let f = sup
n2N
h
n
one of these functions. Then, from the hy-
pothesis, there exists u
1
2 F such that
ju
1
(x)  nj < 2 if x 2 C
n
= coz h
n
(note that we are taking for n < 0, h
n
= 0 and then C
n
= coz h
n
=
;).
In order to see that f 2 F, it is enough to prove that f + u
1
2 F.
So, let  > 0 and
e
C
m
= fx : (m  1) < (f + u
1
)(x) < (m+ 1)g; m 2 Z:
Since f + u
1
is a uniformly continuous function, then f
e
C
m
g
m2Z
is a
uniform 2-nite cover of X. So, if each
e
C
m
, m 2 Z, was a cozero-set
of some function in F, then from the hypothesis, there would exist
u
2
2 F with
ju
2
(x) mj < 2 if x 2
e
C
m
:
Thus u
1
+ f 2 F, since u
2
2 F satises ju
2
(x)  (u
1
+ f)(x)j < 3.
We claim that every
e
C
m
is the cozero-set of some function in F
and then the proof is complete. Indeed, it is easy to check that for
each m 2 Z,
e
C
m
meets only a nite number of members of fC
n
g
n2N
.
Thus, if
e
C
m
meets C
1
; : : : ; C
N
then,
e
C
m
=
N
[
i=1
(C
i
\
e
C
m
)
=
N
[
i=1
fx 2 coz(h
i
) : (m  1) < (f + u
1
)(x) < (m+ 1)g
=
N
[
i=1
fx 2 coz(h
i
) : (m  1)
< (supfh
i 1
; h
i
; h
i+1
g+ u
1
)(x) < (m+ 1)g
=
N
[
i=1
(coz(h
i
) \ fx : (m  1)
< (supfh
i 1
; h
i
; h
i+1
g+ u
1
)(x) < (m+ 1)g) :
Since F is a vector lattice containing all the real constant func-
tions then the set
fx : (m  1) < (supfh
i 1
; h
i
; h
i+1
g+ u
1
)(x) < (m+ 1)g
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is a cozero-set in F. Finally, note that the family of cozero-sets in
F is closed under nite unions and nite intersections and therefore
e
C
m
is also a cozero-set in F. 2
As we said after theorem 2.1, we have proved in [5] another
uniform density result in the same context of the above theorem.
Namely, if X is endowed with the weak uniformity given by F, then
F is uniformly dense in U(X) if and only if F satises theorem 2.1(b)
for every g
1
; : : : ; g
n
2 F, n 2 N, where Y = (g
1
; : : : ; g
n
)(X). Thus,
we can consider that our last theorem 2.8 improves the result in [5],
since we characterize now the uniform density of F only in terms of
the family F.
On the other hand, we could ask if for this kind of uniform spaces
theorem 2.6 and theorem 2.8 are in fact the same. That is if, in this
case, the family of cozero-sets of functions in F coincides with the
family of all the uniform cozero-sets in X. The answer is \no" as
easy examples show. For instance, let X = R and let F be the
vector lattice of the usual uniformly continuous polygonals for which
there exists r > 0 so that the rst coordinates of their vertices are
contained in fnr : n 2 Zg. Then F gives the usual uniformity on
R, it is uniformly dense in U(R) and not every open set in R is the
cozero-set of some function in F.
In closing, we note that we do not know whether an analogue of
theorem 2.8 can be obtained for general uniform spaces.
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